Groundfish Plan Team Meetings
September 12-15, 2017
Alaska Fisheries Science Center
7600 Sand Point Way NE, Building 4
Seattle, WA

JOINT Groundfish Plan Teams - Traynor Room 2076
   Administration - Introductions, agenda, assignments, Council action
   FEP Update
   Species Ecosystem Considerations
   Climate/Oceanography
   Arctic/N-EBS RPA Survey
   Longline Survey
   GOA Bottom Trawl
   GOA Acoustics
   GOA RPA Surveys
   Untrawlable Research
   Geostat (VAST) Abundance Indices Comparison
   New Assessment Schedule
   Sablefish Spatial Model
   Flatfish CIE Reviews
   E-Journal AKFIN Work
   Observer Program
   Marine Mammal Update
   Economic SAFE
   Halibut DMRs

BSAI Groundfish Plan Team - Traynor Room 2076
   EBS Pollock
   BSAI Pacific cod
   BS/RE Spatial Iss.
   BSAI Sculpins Stock Structure
   BSAI Stock Structure Template
   BSAI Approve Specifications

GOA Groundfish Plan Team - NMML Room 2039
   GOA Stock Structure Template
   GOA Other Rockfish
   GOA Skates
   GOA POP Update/Plans
   GOA DSR YE Model
   GOA Pacific Cod
   GOA Rex Sole Update
   GOA Rocksoles
   GOA Arrowtooth Flounder
   GOA Pollock CIE Review, Survey, Model Updates
   GOA Climate Science Regional Action Plan